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Abstract page

Today’s journalism industry is oversaturated with similar news and dominated by major

news aggregators like Google and Yahoo! Mid-sized newspapers are rapidly declining, and the

practices of the past no longer work in the era of the internet. This study looked at an alternative

form of journalism that could be a solution to the problem newspapers are faced with, and

compared the comment sections of traditional journalism to solutions journalism articles to see if

they drove different levels of engagement. In addition, the relevancy of comments to the article

was also examined to explore the level of engagement with the story itself. Given that this study

deals with alternative journalism the issue of objectivity is also explored, and comments accusing

the newspapers of bias were counted and compared across story types. The study found that

while traditional news stories were more likely to create a massive amount of engagement,

solutions journalism stories were more likely to have a higher number of comments on a case by

case basis. In addition, solutions journalism stories also had a higher proportion of comments

that were “completely related” to the article, and had proportionately less accusations of bias in

reporting. These findings suggest that solutions stories may be able to both generate more

consistent viewership and facilitate more meaningful dialogue while decreasing perceived bias

from readers.
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Introduction

“Be objective.”

It’s one of the earliest and most repeated lessons every journalism student learns, second

only to “seek truth and minimize harm.” From the first reporting class to the last, objectivity is

preached as a virtue within journalism.

But in a world where newsrooms are quickly shrinking, it may be time to rethink and

question journalism as a whole, including values that may be held sacred by many. News

aggregators such as Google and Yahoo are increasingly dominating mid-sized markets with news

that’s delivered nearly instantly and to a national audience, choking out mid-sized newspapers

across the country (Chyi & Lewis, 2009). Because of this, print edition newspaper subscribers

continue to fall, but their online readership isn’t rising to substitute that loss (Chyi & Tenenboim,

2017). This is especially problematic given that, as The Columbia Journalism Review states,

online readers bring in only a tiny percentage (close to 5%) of what a print edition reader brings

in in ad revenue per year (Chittum, 2009).

It stands to reason, then, that if something doesn’t change quickly newspapers will

continue their gradual decline until the industry as a whole is but a shell of its former self. While

major papers and news services, such as the New York Times and the AP Wire, will likely

continue to stay financially viable due to news aggregator’s dependence on them for news

stories, other mid-sized outlets will continue to struggle against the oversaturation of news on the

internet (Stephens, 2010). This was confirmed in a 2015 newsroom census from the American

Society of News Editors, which found that while small local papers and large national papers

added employees overall, news organizations that fell somewhere in the middle were badly
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bleeding and were forced to lay off a massive number of journalists and other employees (News

Leaders Association, 2015).

With that being said, there are still bright spots in journalism research that could help to

reverse this decline in newsrooms. One of the biggest areas of research is alternative journalism,

which is comprised of forms of journalism outside of the mainstream “traditional” journalism.

Research has shown that young people especially react positively towards forms of journalism

like “solutions” journalism or “advocacy” journalism that go beyond simply telling the news and

instead offer insights into or solutions to it (Marchi, 2012). Young people are the future ‒ this

statement has been true throughout the whole of human history, and by targeting a young

audience journalists can find a base that will grow with them. But, in the current status quo of

journalism, young people just aren’t reading the newspaper and don’t even completely trust the

idea of objectivity within journalism, suggesting that to appeal to young people, journalists need

to pursue a form of journalism that would facilitate the audience to “not only know, but to

understand” (Lauf, 2001; Marchi, 2012; Torney-Purta & Barber, 2004; Schudson, 1998).

However, solutions journalism fits outside of traditional news and asks reporters to go

deeper than simply telling readers what happened, and instead evaluate and report on what they

consider “successful” solutions to things they deem “problems.” While solutions journalism may

not be completely “objective,” that isn’t to say that it falls within the same category as

editorializing. In order to be considered solutions journalism, an article must be unbiased and

include all of the four elements of solutions journalism ‒ a focus on in-depth and meaningful

responses to a problem, a focus on effectiveness and evidence of results, a discussion of the

limitations of the approach, and a goal to provide insight that others can use. These leaps require
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journalists to go outside of the objectivity that comes with reporting on only the news itself, and

puts the work in a grey area between traditional news reporting and editorializing.

Journalists, then, are faced with a choice. They must either be willing to throw aside their

rigid rules of what is and is not “journalism,” or they must accept that the industry will continue

to decline until few if any mid-sized newspapers remain. The line between traditional journalism

and alternative forms has long been debated, with many saying that a journalist's job is simply to

be a stenographer of the news while others argue that journalists need to go beyond that, and

instead provide meaningful context relevant to the afflicted parties in the news.

This study will seek to assess comments and engagement of solutions journalism stories

in comparison to traditional news stories to determine the value that they may bring in both a

profit and discourse capacity may be discovered. Through this, the potential of solutions or

advocacy journalism as a meaningful alternative to traditional models in the future may also

become clearer as well.
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Literature Review

Literature on the history of the field of journalism as a whole is rich, and the literature

detailing the transition of journalism from partisan to objective helps to create a framework of

the past, and is useful in understanding how that could influence the future. Existing literature in

the space also details much of the modern industry decline as a whole, and does a decent job of

differentiating between different sized outlets. A fair amount of literature on the effects of

“non-traditional news” also already exists, which has been extremely helpful. Commentary from

academic papers and books on the need for the industry to change, while not easy to pull

quantifiable data from, has been exceedingly useful in understanding the background of the

industry and creating a framework for the moral questions that arise in this field.

Journalism’s Shift from Partisan to Objective

It’s a well known fact that newspapers in the United States started as political pamphlets

rallying for the independence of the colonies, and then transformed into partisan publications

following America’s break from Britain. The history of their transition to objective publications,

however, is talked about significantly less.

In Richard Kaplan’s “Yellow Journalism,” he details how in the 1880s, Joseph Pulitzer,

for whom the Pulitzer prize is named, used sensational headlines promising violence and sex to

sell his newspaper, the New York World. When William Randolph Hearst, another newspaper

publisher, purchased the New York Journal in 1895 he employed Pulitzer’s sensationalized style

as well. What unfolded was a fight between the two papers for New York as well as the world,

with each paper selling over a million copies on any given day. With this battle between the two

papers came increasingly sensationalized and entertainment-centered stories, blending the line

between news and tabloid journalism. When the two papers fought over rights to the “Yellow
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Kid,” one of the first comic strip characters to appear in a newspaper, it spawned the infamous

term “yellow journalism.”

With the sensationalized and often fictional “yellow journalism” on the minds of many,

Walter Lippmann, a famous writer, reporter and political commentator, became concerned of the

effects it would have on society and the masses. In Charlotte Wien’s “Defining Objectivity

within Journalism,” she explains how Lippmann became a staunch advocate for the importance

of objectivity and called for journalists to borrow tools and techniques from the scientific

methodology. In reality, she states, it’s not far from the mainstream journalism we have today,

lending to Lippmann’s nickname of “the father of modern journalism.”

The Role of Profit in Journalistic Values

In “All the News That's Fit to Sell: How the Market Transforms Information into News”

by James T. Hamilton, he details how the AP wire first came upon the value of objectivity in the

way so many other ethical conventions we no longer question are: a profit-based motive. Upon

realizing that partisan news reduced the consumer base of newspapers in the mid 1800s, the AP

wire strove for objectivity, leaving it to the papers they were selling to decide what slant was to

be used for the stories during publication.

Others, such as Edwin Baker, a former professor of law and communication at the

University of Pennsylvania Law School, argue that another major driver of the rise in objectivity

was that advertisers significantly preferred to advertise in non-partisan papers. In order to appeal

to as wide of an audience as possible, newspapers were incentivized to be as bland as possible.

This further incentivized the rise of objective journalism, not only for AP wire stories but for

in-house news stories as well, attempting to produce more revenue in an industry increasingly

dependent on print ads. This lead to homogenous news that, while sustainable in an era where
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residents received their news from local papers, is no longer sustainable in an age where

newspapers compete for readership online where geography no longer poses limitations.

Challenges to Traditional Journalism

Journalism is oversaturated with homogeneous news. The same stories can be seen from

different journalists across every paper and platform, but with the internet facilitating nearly

instant access to stories from major news aggregators like Google and major outlets like the New

York Times, mid-sized papers can no longer rely on producing the same general stories as bigger

competitors and competing for revenue through online ads.

In his 2009 paper “Beyond News: The Case for Wisdom Journalism” Stanford Professor

Mitchell Stephens makes a compelling case for why hard news in journalism is at its end for

many mid-sized outlets, pointing to the fact that in the modern age, oversaturation from the same

story being put out by hundreds of different outlets and independent journalists makes sustaining

outlets off of online ad revenue on traditional journalism stories nearly impossible. Instead, he

points to a viable alternative to traditional journalism -- “Wisdom journalism.” He describes a

vision of journalism where, instead of generalist journalists depending on expert sources or

government officials for understanding, they would be highly educated in an expertise and would

be able to offer not only an account of what is happening, but why it is happening, insight into

the context surrounding the events and what could be done about the events that are unfolding.

However, Stephens does little to quantify that this vision of journalism would do any better than

the status quo, and depends largely on the unproven assumption that people would indeed want

to read it in addition to the traditional journalism from outlets that are able to sustain themselves

on primarily hard news.
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However, Hsiang Iris Chyi and Ori Tenenboim’s 2016 study on “Multiplatform

newspaper readership in the United States, 2007-2015,” did seem to confirm Stephen’s assertion

that smaller and mid-sized papers’ online revenue is being choked out by oversaturation from

larger papers that can report on stories faster, finding that “The dominance of online news

aggregators is also seen at the local level. In 2006, Yahoo News was the number 1 news site in

53 of the Top 100 local markets where comScore Media Metrix collects usage data, followed by

MSNBC (20), AOL News (14), and local newspaper sites (11). Among the top 67 local

newspapers in the United States (with circulation of 100,000 or above), only 13 were the number

1 online news destination in their local market” (Chyi and Tenenboim, 2016, 799). The study

also details how papers are being squeezed between shrinking “Print Edition” revenues and

online revenues that simply can’t keep up. The study states that it can take dozens or more online

readers to make up for the lost ad revenue of one print edition reader, implying a dark future

ahead for journalism if something doesn’t change quickly.

Suggested Interventions

While journalism is certainly in dire straits, there is research pointing towards possible

interventions that could help to turn it around. Research suggests that journalism that explains

the context or implications of news fully or explores possible solutions or actions that could be

taken to improve the world has significant interest among readers, especially those who are

young.

In a 2015 study by Nico Drok & Liesbeth Hermans, they researched whether younger

people preferred “fast news” (breaking news stories) or “slow news” (investigative or narrative

stories). Approximately 70% of the younger people preferred fast news, with users ranking “be

the first to bring the news” and “get information to the public quickly” as their primary
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preferences of fast journalism. What was particularly enlightening, though, were the respondents'

preferences of “slow journalism.” Users rated “Point people towards solutions on societal

problems” and “Motivate people to get socially involved” especially highly, showing a

preference towards slow journalism that takes an activist or solutions stance. With this finding,

the importance of the “mobilizer function” when it comes to “slow news” becomes clear. This

finding presents a clear choice to news organizations if they wish to be successful ‒ either be

first, and capture the majority of the market, or focus on a niche but significant (30%) number of

users who prefer “slow news” that encourages mobilization and solutions.

Another relevant study to this paper is Rutgers University Professor Regina Marchi’s

2012 study, which found that fewer than 10% of teens surveyed read the newspaper weekly.

While this might at first indicate that this is because they are disinterested in news, that wasn’t

actually the case. Rather, the study found that “teens gravitate toward fake news, “snarky” talk

radio, and opinionated current events shows more than official news, and do so not because they

are disinterested in (hard) news, but because these kinds of sites often offer more substantive

discussions of the news and its implications” (Marchi, 2012, 257). In addition, the study found

that, ironically, while they were uninterested in “objective” news, it was teen’s desire to gain a

more balanced understanding of news that drove them to alternate sources. Marchi goes on to say

that “They understood that shows such as TDS and O’Reilly were not “news,” but indicated that

they provided clearer understandings of current events, helping them to see what was at stake

regarding a given event or policy” (Marchi, 2012, 256). This study is extremely useful, as it

proves that younger generations are interested in and willing to engage with the news, if it’s in

their preferred format.
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In a 2014 study, Alexander L Curry and Keith H Hammonds found that solutions

journalism stories, when compared with non-solutions stories, significantly affected the reader’s

confidence that they were more informed on the topic, interest in learning more, and likelihood

to read articles on the same issue. In addition to the positive effects solutions journalism could

have on readers, on the business side the study also found that those who read solutions articles

were more likely to share the story on social media, read articles from the same author, and to

read articles from the same newspaper. This is a clear indicator that solutions stories encourage

reader loyalty and retention, a major factor in maintaining subscribers.

The Role of Comments in Online Journalism

Research and literature seem to point to the idea that comments help to drive traffic to

news websites by increasing reader loyalty and prompting users to return to news websites to see

how the community responded to their input. Comments also seemed to motivate people to visit

the website through their ability to increase the entertainment value derived from the comment

section and website for both commenters and passive viewers.

In Lischka and Messerli’s 2016 study “Examining the benefits of audience integration

Does sharing of or commenting on online news enhance the loyalty of online readers?” they

found that commenting on articles on the newspaper’s website increased loyalty to the outlet.

Another 2011 study by Nagar found that comments were also likely to lead to user revisits of the

website to check if their comments had been responded to.

In addition to the effects commenting itself can have, research has also been done on

what effect comments can have on those simply reading them. A 2015 study from Springer,

Engelmann and Pfaffinger found that comment reading was entertaining and cognitively

engaging for readers, which may increase loyalty to and a desire to read online articles as well.
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In addition, a 2011 study from Yoo found that an interest in what other people have to say on the

topic can also increase the perceived entertainment of online newspapers, which could also

increase engagement.

With this framework for the importance of comment engagement on news websites in

place, it becomes clear how articles that drive engagement through comments can help to

increase both traffic and reader loyalty to news websites, which are both major factors in the

sustainability of profit in the new online era of newspapers.
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Remaining Questions

While research points to alternate forms of journalism as a possible bright spot for the

future of journalism, further research is needed into how alternate forms of journalism could not

only drive traffic but also be perceived by current audiences. In addition, journalists must also be

convinced of the value that alternate forms of journalism could bring as well, and the facilitation

of relevant discourse is one measure that could help to assure journalists that solutions-based

articles better inform society. Keeping these things in mind, this study will compare the

comments sections of solutions stories and traditional news stories to see how the level of

engagement, quality of engagement and the number of accusations of bias news stories receive

differs between the two. By understanding the difference in audience perception, engagement

and viewership of solutions stories and traditional stories, it may become clear why a transition

may ultimately benefit journalism as a whole, and especially for outlets that are currently

struggling with the status quo.
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Research Question:

RQ1: Does solutions journalism drive more engagement in the form of comments?

RQ2: How deeply do audiences engage with solutions journalism stories as opposed to

traditional journalism stories?

RQ3: Do solutions journalism stories draw more accusations of bias than non-solutions

journalism stories?
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Methods

For this study, 1,322 comments from 100 different articles’ comments sections were

examined. Fifty of the articles were solutions journalism, while the other fifty were considered

general news articles. The 50 solutions articles were selected from the Solutions Journalism

Network Solutions Story Tracker, a database of solutions stories that possess the four elements of

solutions journalism. To minimize possible outside effects, each of the 50 “general news” stories

were paired up with a solutions journalism article and selected from the same date and the same

outlet as their counterpart solutions story. Stories were selected from The Boston Globe, The

Denver Post, The Star Tribune, The San Francisco Chronicle, and The Charlotte Observer.

These papers were selected to represent mid-sized papers from a wide variety of geographic

locations.

During the coding process, comments were ultimately separated into one of three groups

to determine relatedness to the article ‒ unrelated to the content of the article, somewhat related

to the content of the article, or completely related to the content of the article. In addition, a

second variable of “accusation of bias in reporting” could be applied to comments as a separate

measurement.

Comments were labeled as “unrelated to the content of the article” if there was little to no

perceived intent to comment directly on the issue AND if the content in the comment was

unrelated to that being discussed in the article. Examples of this were jokes unrelated to the

content of the article, comments about events completely unconnected to the article or comments

that would likely be considered spam. These designations were used sparsely, and generally only

when there seemed to be little to no purpose behind the comment itself.
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Comments were labeled as “somewhat related” to the content of the article when the

intent or purpose of the comment was clear, but when there was little to no actual content in the

comment directly linking it to the article OR when there was content in the comment that

somewhat linked to the article but served no real purpose to add to the conversation or discourse.

Common examples of this were seen with comments directly attacking or cheering for certain

political party affiliations when articles weren’t on politics, offering examples of scenarios that

don’t connect with the topic of the article directly, sarcastic comments that don’t engage with the

topic itself, or comments that attacked an extremely specific part of the article that had little to do

with what was being discussed overall.

Comments were labeled as “completely related” to the article when they engaged with

content that was in the article itself, argued alternative points, offered alternative solutions,

offered further insight into points made in the article or mentioned directly relevant news or

situations relating to or easily linked to the content of the article. The hardest coding decision to

make was what category comments that stated only their agreement with the topic or praised the

article, and comments that stated only their disagreement with or dissatisfaction with the article,

were to be put in. Ultimately, the decision was made to put them in the “completely related”

category, as these comments often indicated that they had fully read the article, and were offering

their opinions as part of the discourse surrounding the topic or as an engagement bump to help

the article’s visibility.

A sample of the coding process from an article titled “Should users have a safe place to

inject?” which centered around safe spaces for hard drug users to inject in the Massachusetts area

follows. An example of a comment that would be considered “Unrelated to the content of the

article” would be “Mr. Kraft would like a completely place to get serviced.” While a somewhat
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humorous attempt to connect two issues, the comment doesn’t address the issue of safe injection

sites, and thus would not be considered related to the article.

An example of a comment that is “somewhat related” to the story would be “Give them a

guaranteed income also so they can afford to buy the drugs.” While the comment does little to

address the actual content of the article, it does imply that the user read the article and has taken

a stance on it. Another example would be “This is the logic of fools and morons. Translation:

Democrats and Liberals.” While the comment doesn’t directly address the issue of the safe

injection sites, it does take a hard stance against it and suggests that the commenter read the

article enough to decide that the logic was faulty.

Lastly, an example of a comment that would be “completely related” to the story would

be “They absolutely should have a "safe place" - in their own homes. It's still illegal to drink

alcohol in public.” While the comment disagrees with the premise of safe spaces, they directly

address the idea and make an argument for why it should not be legalized by comparing it to

alcohol. Another example of a comment that is “completely related” to the article is “If you look

at the research from places like Vancouver, Switzerland and Portugal, this approach actually

works. If it is coupled with resources and support to help people transition off drugs.” The

comment shows that the reader has clearly read and considered the article, and is providing

additional information to facilitate the conversation.

An example of an accusation of bias would be “NO, NO, NO!!!! This is a HORRIBLE

and HORRIFYING idea! Why on earth, anywhere on earth, would someone, ANYONE, assist

an addict in injecting an illegal substance into their body and possibly kill themselves? Has

assisted suicide been legalized yet? If not, then that's two laws broken, drug law and assisted

suicide law. I would LOVE to see the data that shows that addicts that used safe injection sites,
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because that's what these are, actually opted of their own free will to stop using and enter rehab?

Anyone, ANYONE? No, because such data doesn't exist!!! It's fabricated stories like this that are

fueling this movement.” The commenter clearly calls the article fabricated, implying that the

story is not only biased in an attempt to fuel this movement but false altogether.

Only comments that were original (i.e. not replies) were examined. Additionally, if a user

were to comment multiple times, only the first comment they made was examined.

Due to limitations, the comments were examined by only one coder. However, comments

from early articles were reexamined to check for coding drift, and the results were consistent.
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Content Analysis Results

The findings to RQ1, “Does solutions journalism drive more engagement in the form of

comments,” were extremely interesting. The traditional journalism stories had a total of 785

comments, with a mean of 15.7 comments per story. The solutions journalism stories had a total

of 563 comments, with a mean of 11.26 comments per story. However, when solving for the

median the solutions journalism stories had a median of 8 comments per story, whereas the

traditional journalism stories had a median of 7.

Graph 1: Number of comments by story type

For RQ2, “How deeply do audiences engage with solutions journalism stories as opposed

to traditional traditional journalism stories,” the level of direct relatedness to the story was coded.

For solutions journalism stories, out of 563 comments 43 (7.63%) were considered “not related”

to the story, 145 (25.75%) were considered “somewhat related” to the story, and 375 (66.61%)

were considered “completely related” to the story. For traditional traditional journalism stories,

out of 785 comments 56 (7.13%) were considered “unrelated to” the story, 255 (32.48%)

comments were considered “somewhat related” to the story, and 474 (60.38%) were considered

“completely related” to the story.
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Table 1: Relatedness of comments across solutions and traditional news stories

Solutions Story Traditional News

Not Related 7.63% 7.13%

Somewhat Related 25.75% 32.48%

Completely Related 66.61% 60.38%

The findings to RQ3 were also extremely interesting. Overall, there were 4 accusations of

bias against solutions stories, and 18 accusations of bias against stories considered traditional

journalism. When adjusted for frequency, 1 out of every 140.75 (.71%) comments on solutions

stories accused the writer or paper of bias, whereas 1 out of every 43.61 (2.29%) comments on

traditional journalism stories accused the paper of bias.
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Discussion

While the limitations to this study, such as a limited sample size and only having one

coder, were somewhat significant, clear patterns emerged that are still likely worth pursuing

further research into.

The findings of RQ1 could have significant implications regarding the level of

engagement solutions stories draw in comparison to traditional news stories. While traditional

news stories did have a significantly higher number of comments overall, when using median to

correct for outliers solutions journalism stories actually ended up having a higher number of

comments on average. Prior research in the field that could explain the number of comments on

solutions journalism pieces being higher has been done, with studies showing that Facticity, or

“providing a mere factual report on an event without further interpretation or situational

analysis” decreases the amount of participation as well as interactivity, and news stories that

affect groups of people from specific backgrounds lead to a higher number of comments from

users than stories involving only an individual (Weber, 2014). A clear trend that was revealed

during data collection was that while some traditional news stories exploded and had an

extremely large number of comments, many traditional news stories had few or no comments as

well. In contrast, while solutions journalism stories rarely had an extremely large number of

comments, they were more consistently commented on across the board. This explains why, even

given the huge disparity between the mean of traditional news and solutions journalism, the

median of solutions journalism stories was still higher.

Given past research that shows that there is a direct link between not only comments and

overall views but also comments and revisits to the website, a greater number of comments could

be a clear indicator that stories are driving more traffic to the websites (Van Dijck, 2009;
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Vujnovic, 2011). In addition, commenting has also been shown to increase reader loyalty, an

important aspect of any newspaper when online subscribers continue to be more and more

important (Lischka, Messerli, 2016; Nagar, 2011). While news outlets should obviously continue

to cover traditional news stories that are extremely popular, they could likely raise their level of

consistent traffic by replacing traditional news stories that underperform with solutions

journalism stories and raise both the mean and median number of comments per story.

For RQ2, a greater sample size is needed to make any definite conclusions, but it seems

that there is likely a pattern to be found amongst comments on solutions journalism stories

versus traditional news stories when it comes to relatedness. While the proportion of “not

related” comments on solutions journalism pieces (7.63%) and traditional news pieces (7.134%)

were notably similar,  comments considered “somewhat related” on solutions journalism stories

(25.75%) and traditional journalism stories (32.48%) were somewhat different. While this gap

certainly wasn’t earth shattering, it is undoubtedly something to pursue in further research to

examine whether the discourse generated by solutions journalism is more constructive than that

generated by traditional news. Given past research that shows that solutions journalism

significantly affected the reader’s confidence that they were more informed on the topic, interest

in learning more, and likelihood to read articles on the same issue, this doesn’t come as a

complete shock (Curry, Hammonds 2014).

One of the most interesting findings from this content analysis was the frequency in

which “accusations of bias” were made against traditional journalism and solutions journalism.

While somewhat rare overall, the proportion of “accusations of bias” against traditional news

stories (1 in 43.61, or 2.29%) was over three times that of “accusations of bias” against solutions

journalism stories (1 in 140.75, or .71%). While causation is impossible to determine without
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further research, there are a few theories which might be tested. The first is that the audience

understands the difference between solutions journalism and traditional news, and don’t accuse

the paper of bias given that solutions journalism stories are expected to have an implicit bias in

that they’re determining something is a problem and coming up with viable solutions. However,

another theory is that instead of readers attacking the paper or writer for bias, they instead were

focused on the proposed solutions. If the latter theory is true, it could have significant

implications for both increasing positive discourse and reducing the level of mistrust and

accusations of bias aimed at newspapers should more solutions journalism be implemented.

Regardless of reason, the fact remains that accusations of bias were significantly lower among

solutions journalism pieces. This may be a productive avenue for future research on the issue.

While research shows that journalists are holding tight to traditional values, it has also

shown that providing context and interpretation, two of the major tenets of solutions journalism,

is equally important to journalists (McIntyre, Dahmen, Abdenour, 2018). Solutions journalism is

but one form of alternative journalism, but it may be the best form of alternative journalism to

introduce to traditional journalists with the hope of increasing acceptance of alternative

journalism overall. Other studies have shown that factors such as narrative transportation in

solutions journalism, and possibly other forms of alternative journalism as well, have a positive

impact on increasing trust in news, another factor that could convince traditional journalists to

explore options outside of their comfort zone (Thier, Abdenour, Walth, Dahmen, 2019).

However, it’s important to note that while alternative journalism differs from traditional

journalism, there are many different subgenres of narrative and alternative journalism that differ

from each other as well, so they should not be used interchangeably when making specific

statements (Harbers, Broersma, 2014; Steensen, 2013). With that being said, given the findings
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from this study that solutions journalism could facilitate meaningful discourse, decrease

accusations of bias and increase engagement, views and revenue, as well as the positive findings

from the field surrounding solutions research as a whole, journalists should be emboldened to

pursue solutions journalism specifically.
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Conclusion

Even 30 years ago, academics were advising that to appeal to younger audiences,

newspapers need to lose “the sterile ‘objectivity’ of modernism,” and instead accept and lean

into the fact that both readers and journalists are creatures of subjectivity (Barnhurst, Wartella,

1991). Now more than ever journalists must confront the fact that without revenue and

readership, there is no journalism. Under pressure from that realization, journalists are turning

more and more to strategies like clickbait, which can have significantly negative effects on the

public’s perception of journalism (Molyneux, Coddington, 2020; Bazaco, 2019; Karaca, 2019).

Instead, journalists should pursue profits in ways that also contribute to their mission of

informing the public in a responsible way.

Accepting “alternative” forms of journalism doesn’t have to mean an end to traditional

news or the pursuit of objectivity within journalism. There will always be a place for local,

breaking and exclusive news stories. It does, however, mean that journalists must sometimes go

beyond simply being stenographers and instead inform the public of more than just what is

happening. In an era of journalism where papers no longer have a monopoly over the events of

the day and hundreds of credible sources rush to the internet hoping to optimize their articles on

search engines in pursuit of clicks that generate a fraction of the ad revenue a newspaper would

have, journalists must differentiate themselves and offer something more than the “what.”
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